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Cylon attack
muziek: Harmen Nuesink; tekst: Harmen Nuesink & Frans de Meijer (©1986)

couplet I
Cylons are coming from the unknown.
Want to destroy the life on earth.
Attacking with more than a thousand
battleships.
Want to rule the universe.

couplet II
Our air force had no chance,
shooting down in the air.
They were the losers,
they we re no survivors.

refrein
Running,...
we tried to run away from this nightmare,...
Hiding,...
in places we've never been before,...
Thinking,...
we could live in a world of peace forever,...
Now we realize we must fight to survive.
Crying,...
too late now, they show no remorse,...
Hoping,...
is all that we can do.

couplet III
The invaders killed the armed forces.
Treated the scared people bad.
They're prisoners and slaves now.
The iron man are so mad.

brug
Cylons! Cylons! Cylons!
Cylons! They want to kill the earth!
Cylons! War machines which never had a
birth!

This demons had survived war in universe,
and now they are wanting to expand.
Destroying al 1 the humans is their message,
so
they're ruling the sky, the sea, the land.

Cylons! They want to kill the earth!
Cylons! War machines which never had a
birth!

The young men has to work tor them in
slavery,
almost every girl has now been raped.
But we won't let them do this to us anymore.
Throw away your chains! Fight and escape!

couplet IV
There is no human faith,
for that it's now too late.
You won't belong to the scared mass.
Hell for you, don't sound great.

refrein
Running,...
we tried to run away from this nightmare,...
Hiding,...
in places we've never been before,...
Thinking,...
we could live in a world of peace forever,...
Now we realize we must fight to survive.
Crying,...
too late now, they show no remorse,...
Hoping,...
is all that we can do.

couplet V
Fight, for your freedom.
Fight, for your right.
To kill them in the apocalypse, (you)
have to survive the final fight.




